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One of the most difficult tasks when trying to expand Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
calculations to large systems is the scaling of computational time with the number of 
electrons in the simulation box. 

However, not all electrons play a relevant role in the determination of the physical 
magnitudes under scrutiny and this property can be used to produce a significant 
speed-up in the calculations. In this work we present a systematically improvable 
approximation to DFT based on a rigorous separation of these active electrons and 
holes from those of a reference electron density. Using a similar expansion to that 
found in Tight-binding DFT methods we obtain a large term containing the energy of 
the reference system, and a second, much smaller one, associated to the active part of 
the electron density. By employing a well-tested model Hamiltonian to reproduce the 
energy surface associated to the reference system and representing the active 
electrons with a small but accurate Wannier function basis-set we obtain an efficient 
simulation method that can be used to calculate systems with tens of thousands of 
atoms with approximations that are systematically improvable towards DFT-quality. We 
provide several examples of its application in the field of transition-metal oxides like the 
simulation of LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interfaces and magnetism in NiO. 

 
 
 

 

 


